
ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION (501 to 600) 

501 Ridiculous use of words Malapropism 

502 Speech or writing in a form that is no longer in general use now Archaic 

503 A song sung at burial Dirge 

504 Something which can be taken for granted Postulate 

505 That which cannot be understood Unintelligible 

506 A short walk for pleasure or exercise Stroll 

507 One who is bad in spelling Cacographist 

508 The form of madness which gives a person the idea that his importance is very great Megalomania 

509  The strong and unreasonable belief that your own country or race is the best Chauvinism 

510 A ride on someone else's back or shoulders Piggyback 

511 That which cannot be rectified or make good Irreparable 

512 That which is extremely important and necessary Indispensable 

513 To twist or move part of your body, with small, quick movements Wriggle 

514 Transitional phase of growth and development between childhood and adulthood Adolescence 

515 A verse letter Epistle 

516 A person who betrays someone or something Traitor 

517 A public declaration of policy and aims, issued before an election by a political party  Manifesto 

518 Word for word reproduction Verbatim 

519 
A tube containing mirrors and pieces of coloured glass or paper, whose reflections produce 
changing patterns when the tube is rotated Kaleidoscope 

520 A person who studies the formation of the earth Geologist 

521 A  person who is the legal property of another and is forced to obey them Slave 

522 Impossible to harm, damage, or defeat Invulnerable 

523 A small kitchen or room at the back of a house used for washing dishes Scullery 

524 Land so surrounded by water as to be almost an island Peninsula 

525 A person who accompanies and looks after another person or group of people Chaperon 

526 Deviation or departure from common rule or standard Anomaly 

527 A book or picture produced merely to bring in money Pot-boiler 

528 To surround with armed forces Besiege 

529 Explicit understanding to do something Promise 

530 Room with toilet facilities Lavatory 

531 A person who is talkative Garrulous 

532 A statement which cannot be understood Incomprehensible 

533 An alphabetical list of words relating to a specific subject, text, or dialect, with explanations Glossary 

534 A person who settles a dispute or has ultimate authority in a matter Arbiter 

535 Irrational fear of crowds Ochlophobia 

536 To remove the skin of a potato or an orange Peel 

537 A tumour which is not likely to spread Benign 

538 Run away from home with lover Elope 

539 That which can be carried Portable 

540 People in a riot causing trouble or violence Mob 

541 To congratulate someone in a formal manner Felicitate 

542 One who talks continuously Loquacious 

543 The natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism Habitat 

544 
A book containing an alphabetical index of the names and addresses of persons in a city, 
district, organization, etc Directory 

545 A rough and bad-mannered person Boor 

546 Place which provides both boarding and lodging Inn 

547 A person from the countryside who is considered to be awkward and stupid Bumpkin 

548 Having both male and female organs Hermaphrodite 

549 A person who sneaks into a country Infiltrator 



550 One who is reckless and wasteful with his money Spendthrift 

551 Emission of light or heat from a central point Radiation 

552 Government by a king Monarchy 

553 A room where dead are kept until burial Mortuary 

554 The ceremony of crowning a sovereign Coronation 

555 Act of making things new like before Renovate 

556 No longer a child, but not yet an adult Adolescent 

557 Proposition made as a basis for reasoning without the assumption of its truth/ facts Hypothesis 

558 A place where animals are slaughtered Abattoir 

559 A state of emotional or intellectual separation Alienation 

560 That which makes one highly knowledgeable Erudition 

561 A drug which makes one see things that are not really there Hallucinogen 

562 A shady fertile place in a desert Oasis 

563 The act of setting free from bondage of any kind Emancipation 

564 Shine with a bright but brief or irregular light Flicker 

565 Hard working and diligent Sedulous 

566 A narrow stretch of land connecting two large bodies of land Isthmus 

567 Pertaining to the west Occidental 

568 An unimportant person Nonentity 

569 Committing murder in revenge Vendetta 

570 To make atonement to one's sins Expiate 

571 Falsification of documents etc. Forgery 

572 A person who has lost protection of law Outlaw 

573 Killing one's sister Sororicide 

574 A place where astronomical observations are made Observatory 

575 Regular user of places/restaurant etc. Clientele 

576 A place where soldiers live Barracks 

577 Of the highest degree Superlative 

578 A piece of shelter for ships Harbour 

579 One who sets type for books, newspapers, etc. Compositor 

580 Solemn religious acts Rites 

581 A large body of people playing musical instruments Orchestra 

582 Obsession with books Bibliomania 

583 A brave, noble – minded or chivalrous man Gallant 

584 A rough, violent, troublesome person Tartar 

585 The branch of philosophy concerned with the study of principles of beauty, especially in art Aesthetics 

586 Drug which cause people to sleep early Soporific 

587 Stick with a thick end used in mortar for pounding Pestle 

588 Lack of skills Ineptness 

589 Someone who is incapable of being quietened or pacified Implacable 

590 Suitable or intended only for young persons Juvenile 

591 The first public performance of musical or theatrical work or the first showing of a film Premiere 

592 Submission to all that happens as inevitable Fatalism 

593 A legal agreement that allows someone to use a building or land for a period of time Lease 

594 Art of working with metals Metallurgy 

595 Someone not fit to be chosen Ineligible 

596 A cinema show held in the afternoon Matinee 

597 A handsome man Adonis 

598 Intentional damage to arrest production Sabotage 

599 Introductory part or lines to a discourse or play Prologue 

600 Too willing to obey other people Subservient 

 


